Uncertainties in the Crisis of Multiculturalism
W62 Panel – Location: V503

Convenors: Jacqueline Urla, Jaime Palomera, Mikel Aramburu

11.30-13.00 / Session 1: Interculturalism. An alternative model to multiculturalism?

- Katharina Bodirsky: *The Intercultural Alternative to Multiculturalism and its Limits*
- Samuel Shapiro: *Quebec’s Interculturalism Policy and the Contours of Implicit Institutional Discourse*
- Jaime Palomera and Mikel Aramburu: *From the Intercultural Model to its Implementation in a Spanish Neighborhood*

Discussant: Levent Soysal

14.30-16.00 / Session 2: Multicultural implosions and the far-right

- Anne Delouis: *French far-right trajectories. Against a multiculturalism that dare not speak its name*
- Montserrat Clua: *Multiculturalism, identities and national uncertainties in south-western Europe: the rise of xenophobia and populism in Catalonia (Spain)*
- Dorothy Zinn: *Not a backlash, but a multicultural implosion from within*

Discussant: Mikel Aramburu

16.30-18.00 / Session 3: Difference and inequality in tense times

- Beth Epstein: *When Opportunity Moves Off-Shore: Multiculturalism and the French Banlieue*
- Christopher Sweetapple: *Some Notes on Affect and Discourses of Social Tense in Tense Times*

Discussant: Krista Harper